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December library theme - Fantasy
What’s happening in the library:

Competition to create a fantasy inspired bookmark.
Collect a entry form from the library.
The library are screening ‘Maleficent’ after school on
Wednesday 9th December. Book your place now by signing up
in the library. Snacks and drinks provided.

Come and have a look at the range of fantasy books
available.

Top 10 books set in the past and present
1)Tom’s Midnight Garden by Phillippa Pearce
2)Darkmere by Helen Maslin
3)The Next Together by Lauren James
4)Blackfin Sky by Kat Ellis
5)Lady of Hay by Barbara Erskine

6)Crow Mountain by Lucy Inglis
7)North of Nowhere by Liz Kessler
8)Angels Fury by Bryony Pearce
9)Sorrowline by Niel Bushnell
10)A Brighter Fear by Kerry Drewery
All books available to borrow from Kelmscott library

The Young People’s Book Prize 2015
Utterly Amazing Science by
Robert Winston has won the

Young People’s Book Prize 2015. The
winner was chosen by 1.500 young
people in Judging Panels around the
country.
The prize
people to
promotes
accessible

Available to read at Kelmscott library

aims to inspire young
read about science and
the writing of excellent,
books for under-14’s.

Float a paperclip
If you’re careful, you can float a paperclip on the ‘skin’ that
forms on water due to the attraction between its molecules.
Place a paperclip on the tip of a fork and lower it on to the
water. If you touch the water with a soapy finger, it will
destroy the skin and the paperclip will sink.

How tides work
Tides are caused by the Moon’s gravity which pulls on
the sea and makes the water bulge. As Earth spins
around each day, the bulge sweeps around the planet,
creating high and low tides.

Get a Grip
Take a close look at your fingertips and
you’ll see swirling patterns of skin: your
fingerprints. These fine ridges work the
same way as the soles of trainers or the
treads of tyres: they create extra friction
giving you better grip.

The peculiar names of punctuation marks
Following reports that Jennifer Aniston and Justin Theroux had wed, a fan tweeted “Hyphen or no hyphen?!?
Aniston-Theroux? Or Aniston Theroux. Or just Theroux OMG Imagine."
"Hyphen" in Greek is a combination of hypo "under" and hen "one". The Greeks wrote it below the words.
As now, it indicated that two words were not to be read separately, but joined together.
It was one of the signs invented by the Greek grammarians of Alexandria in the second and third centuries
BC to help people read the language.
That was before they realised that the best way to do this was to leave spaces between the words.
Greek scholars also gave the name colon "limb" to a sizeable section of verse or speech. Its first "o" is the long
"omega". It's not the same as colon meaning part of your intestines - that comes from colon meaning food or
digestion, whose first "o" is the short "omicron".
A shorter piece of text they called a comma meaning something which is stamped or cut. And
both names became applied to marks that denoted
them. Greek scholars used an apostrophe as we do
in words like can't - to show where something is
missed out. It comes from apostrepho - "turn
away“.
We say apostrophe with four syllables, as though
that was the Greek word.
There WAS a Greek word apostrophe. It meant
turning aside to address someone individually - and
gives us our word "apostrophize".
But the punctuation mark was called "apostrophos"
- our word apostrophe is the French version of it.
So perhaps we should pronounce it in the French
way.

Flash Mob Poetry
On Tuesday 1st December staff and students created flash poetry
readings around the school during break and lunch.
Did you hear a poem being read? What did you think? Would you like to
take part in similar future events?

